Tech Harriers Take Second Place In Varsity and Frosh Title Races

Sacco Scores Technology Goal From Mid-Field in 1-1 Tie on Coop Field

Technology and Harvard battled to a 1 to 1 tie yesterday afternoon on the Coop Field. Fighting desperately during the last quarter both teams did their best to score, but neither was able to get a goal across the many times it looked as if either Harvard or the Engineers might sneak a shot by the goal tender.

Harvard gained an early lead when Kerness managed to let a shot past Wyman. Fighting desperately the Engineers took the goal away. From then until the middle of the third quarter, both kept the ball in front of the goal and out of the Engineers' reach. The second half was decided by Harvard's superiority in the absence. In the second half, the Engineers were not at once able to set up a play ending the ball down to the Harvard territory where there was a Technology man waiting for it the first time in the game, as all the men were bunched up during the earlier part of the game. This degraded fighting kept up until a whistle, and even then lost on a few would be in the same area so that they did not notice the referee's whistle.

NORM McCLINTOCK,
FIRST BEAKER IN
FINISHES FOURTH

Maine Hill and Dales Have Easy Time Winning Senior Event

FIVE MEN STILL IN
TENNIS TOURNAMENT

Of the long list that entered the tennis tournament only five men are left with the approach of the finals. Three of the four matches in the round now being finished have been played. In this round Clark defeated Wegla-

nors (a two straight sets, 6-3, 6-4). Weglarz won the measure of the opening set over

sacchi, 6-4, 6-3. The fourth match, between Holman and I bardzo, has not yet been run off. Manhattan's Weglarz continued his roll through the first four matches in the round now being finished having been played. In this round Clark defeated Weglarz by a score of 6-3, 6-4, 6-3, Rogett, and McClintock all defeated Clark. Phil Flanagan of Holy Cross, who led them in the race over the Harvard course.

Coach Paul Stewo's New Hampshire, which had lived up to their fans' expectations, all seven men finishing. In the first thirteen, first time would be necessary. Unless the last matches would have to be cancelled or played indoors.

OLD GOLD

The Smoother and Better Cigarette

...not a cough in a carload